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Final Press Release for the 6th Online Print Symposium 

 

On the Pulse of Success – Online Printers Gather 
in Munich 

Change, transition, strategy – the young online print sector is continuously 
reinventing itself and continues to record strong growth. The 6th Online Print 
Symposium with the title “Leading the Competition – Growth Strategies in Online 
Print” on 15th + 16th March 2018 at the Hilton Munich Airport provided the approx. 
250 enthusiastic participants valuable food for thought and discussion topics.  

Munich, 22 March 2018  

For the first time an insider get-together on the eve of the event provided an 
intensive networking opportunity. To the delight of the organisers, almost half of 
attendees took advantage of this new offer to put them in the right mood for the 
two-day conference with 14 expert talks, live interviews with event partners, and 
an accompanying specialist exhibit. 

The first symposium day opened with a captivating keynote by Professor Frank 
Piller (RWTH Aachen). Professor Piller is considered a proven expert on the topic 
of mass customisation in Europe and took the participants on an insightful journey 
about how to become successful with tailored products and business models. 

A perfectly implemented business model was demonstrated by MyPostcard.com’s 
Oliver Kray, who initiated a wake-up call with his breath-taking speech. Kray 
focussed his statements on competitive strategies and marketing. The young and 
refreshing manner of the start-up hero, Kray, not only conjured a smile on the 
attendees’ faces, but he also gave the urgent recommendation to quickly start 
aggressively with any shape or form of mobile sales as soon as possible.   

The “Trends and Development Analysis” talk by co-organiser and online print 
expert Bernd Zipper, CEO of zipcon consulting, has established itself as a highlight 
at the Online Print Symposium. According to surveys by zipcon consulting, the 
sector is currently recording turnover of EUR 7.5 billion in the D/A/CH region. The 
illustrated facts and figures make up the benchmarks in online print and are 
therefore the indicators for all online printers. Zipper always takes a critical look 
at current developments and openly addresses the areas needing improvement.  
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A further highlight on the 1st day was the view of the online print industry in Asia 
by Bipin Narang from Printvenue. Martin Twellmeyer from the Berlin company 
optilyz GmbH demonstrated how intelligent print direct mail campaigns in cross-
channel campaigns lead to higher response rates. We’re online – and now? – Dr. 
Christian Maass reported on the right determining factors to successfully win new 
customers and maintain customer loyalty from the strategy of Cimpress. Following 
this, Dr. David Schoelgens explained how AutLay.com, a former research project at 
the TH Koeln, automatically generates document layouts without templates and 
converts them into printable documents. 

The full-day programme concluded with a podium discussion featuring Professor 
Piller (RWTH Aachen), Philip Rooke (Spreadshirt), Thomas Fleckenstein (Druckerei 
Lokay) and Dr. Christian Maass (Cimpress). There was definitely plenty of fodder 
for conversation for the ensuing networking dinner. 

The keynote that opened the 2nd day was held by Philip Rooke from mass 
customisation provider Spreadshirt. Rooke impressively described how Spreadshirt 
successfully transferred customisation to products as well as to business models.  

In addition to renowned providers like Cimpress and Spreadshirt, newcomers also 
had their say. Thomas Fleckenstein, CEO of Druckerei Lokay, showed how a printer 
successfully conquers niches in the online business. With the environmentally 
friendly Umweltdruckerei.de, the company succeeding in becoming an 
acknowledged player in the fiercely competitive online print market.  

Gary Peeling from Precision Printing demonstrated in his concluding speech that it 
is not too late to enter the e-business print sector. He was able to transition his 
classic offline printer to a successful online printer. 

In further speech blocks, Jan Birkhahn (google Germany) gave an outlook on the 
development of digital voice assistants; Maria Seywald reported on the B2B social 
media strategy at Krones AG; and Cuenyet Goektekin (Snaptrust Print ID) 
introduced a revolutionary solution for generating printed protection against 
counterfeiting.  

And for the partners of the Online Print Symposiums 2018 the event was a 
complete success. Along with SAPPI, the main sponsor of the event, the attendees 
could gather information at 14 partner stands. In addition to Sappi, leading 
provider for high-quality printing paper, the premium partners rissc, Obility and 
ctrl-s demonstrated impressive workflow solutions. Further exhibitors presented 
solutions for production and administration. 

The Online Print Symposium unites pioneers and doers. The players in the online 
print industry find their community at the Online Print Symposium as a platform 
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for trends, developments and also for exchange. Organised by zipcon consulting 
GmbH, Bundesverband Druck und Medien e. V. and Fogra e. V. , the next Online 
Print Symposiums takes place on 4th + 5th April 2019.  

Comprehensive information as well as a retrospective at www.online-print-
symposium.de  

Photo material 
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Image 2: 02-Prof_Piller.jpg 
Caption: Prof. Frank Piller, RWTH Aachen, inspired participants with his speech on mass 
customisation 

Image 3: 03-Zipper.jpg 
Caption: Online expert Bernd Zipper, CEO zipcon consulting, reported on trends and facts in 
the online print industry 

Image 4: 04-Kray.jpg 
Caption: In his captivating speech, Oliver Kray illustrated how he moved to the winning 
track with MyPostcard.com 

Image 5: 05-Rooke.jpg 
Caption: Philip Rooke describes Spreadshirt’s successful business model 

Image 6: 06-Fleckenstein.jpg 
Caption: Thomas Fleckenstein reported on the promising entry of Druckerei Lokay in e-
business print 

Image 7: 07-OPS-Diskussion.jpg 
Caption: The podium round with (from left to right) Dr. Eduard Neufeld (Fogra), Thomas 
Fleckenstein (Druckerei Lokay), Philip Rooke (Spreadshirt), Dr. Christian Maass (Cimpress), 
Prof. Frank Piller (RHTW Aachen) and Bernd Zipper (zipcon consulting) initiated intensive 
discussions 

Image 8: 08-Publikum.jpg  
Caption: 250 enthusiastic attendees at the Online Print Symposium 

Image 9: 09-Moderation.jpg 
The host team (from left to right) Jens Meyer (printXmedia), Dr. Eduard Neufeld (Fogra) and 
Bernd Zipper (zipcon consulting) ensured an outstanding atmosphere 
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The Event 

The Online Print Symposium is the leading conference for the German-speaking 
online print industry. The aim of the Online Print Symposiums is, among others, to 
introduce new business models in e-business print and to offer a platform for 
discussion to “inventors” and operators. The motto for the upcoming Online Print 
Symposium is: “Leading the Competition – Growth Strategies in Online Print”.  

The Organisers 

zipcon consulting is a globally active consultancy for the communication, print 
and media industries with a focus on online print and digital transformation. The 
company considers itself an independent and holistic technology and strategy 
consultancy. Moreover zipcon prepares market research as well as case studies for 
e-business print, mass customisation and multichannel publishing. Leading firms 
in the online print sector rely on the firm’s business know-how. www.zipcon.de 

The Bundesverband Druck und Medien e.V. (bvdm) is an umbrella organisation 
financed by nine regional associations in the print and media industry. It views 
itself as a modern sector representative with many branches, in which companies 
from all fields of the printing industry are organised. www.bvdm-online.de  

Fogra works for the good of the industry; not in competition with print and media 
companies. Its members are small, medium and large companies across the entire 
spectrum of the industry, from equipment manufacturers to the producers of 
printed and electronic media. The research is application-focused and Fogra has 
been involved in the development of many forward-looking and globally 
acknowledged process and quality inspection standards. 

Contact for the Media 

Jens Meyer 
printXmedia Süd GmbH 
Einsteinring 1a, 85609 Aschheim/Munich, Germany 

Tel.: +49 89 330 36 210 
E:  j.meyer@pxm-sued.de 

Sender: Bundesverband Druck und Medien e.V. (bvdm)  (joint organiser) 
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